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Twentieth-century art practices that aspired to unpick 

the conceptual functions of the museum, strategically

exploring the institution’s stated role in providing definitive

historical and cultural overviews, have been evident since 

at least 1941, when Duchamp exhibited the first version of 

his Boite en Valise. Walking into the installation Dear Victoria,

the ongoing fascination with the Wunderkammer seems

pertinent, with various gestures toward combining the

starkness of the contemporary gallery space with the display

methods of the nineteenth century, and with the more private

space of the domestic environment.

Dear Victoria presented us with a selection of imprecise objects

which suggested the fragmented elements of a landscape,

clustered into cryptic relationships, some carefully arranged

inside a cabinet with fluted, sculpted, decorative edges,

recalling a nineteenth-century frame. The failure of Cartesian

rationalism looms large with a moth-eaten stag’s head, grafted

in DIY fashion onto an incongruous, anti-figurative torso of

rough wooden planks that provides the show’s centrepiece

(‘Deer’ Victoria, no less), and its clearest statement of the cloud-

wandering, the disembodied head’s re-integration with the

body, with contingency, and with the temporal and spatial

limitations of physical materials. By realigning the stag’s glassy

eyes with the eyes of Dear Victoria’s viewers, the reifying 

process of looking is re-activated as a relational and ethical

space, a loop that attempts to salvage the stag’s status as 

once-living animal. The wooden stag-mannequin is in turn

surrounded by a sparse forest of antler-like designer foliage,

neither wood nor tree, but instead crafted from camouflage

printed fabric.

From the outset, Dear Victoria is posed as a space which denies

language, including the personal pronoun, its classificatory 

and denotative power, beginning with the title’s ambiguous

opening address. Dear Victoria goes on to collect the aging

props of the Romantic landscape, into which it inserts the

viewer, with an invitation to wander around “behind the

scenes”. What the viewer finds there is that the view has 

little behind it but an infinitely regressing series of sketches.

Drawing’s integral relationship to both Romanticism and the

scientific view of nature (figurative sketching was, in the 

pre-photographic era, the most reliable way to describe and

identify) is here overlaid with its links to the recent history 

of sculpture, installation and process-based art. Traditionally

considered the precursor to other mediums, drawing here is,

in all the unselfconsciousness of its methodologies, harnessed

as conceptual baseline.

The relationship of drawing to authenticity (in the sense of 

the “artists hand” being author of the signature gestural mark) 

is also explored within a context where no gesture can be

singular; instead the authorial voice is a near-audible debate,

with each manifestation into an object or an image being,

largely, a consensus of two.The mark has not been automated

and mechanised in a conceptualist way, but left casual and

rough, hence the little trees in the cabinet, the restlessness 

of objects to stay in their designated shape, becoming instead

gestures that recur within and across media, ideas passed

visibly between the two artists. The intricate layers of self-

reference and mimicry become cyclic, with everything

becoming a working model for everything else. For instance,

the noose hung in the space is a “drawing” of an image from

one of the blurred video stills. It also draws on the active

participating body of the spectator to complete its loop,

whether that viewer interprets it as a child’s play item 

or something more sinister.

Much has been made of the essential spectatorlessness of 

the “installation shot” of Modernism. In the accompanying

publicity shots the artists inhabit the space, Victoria Edwards

astride the stag, Victoria Bell moving through the “forest”,

her body a blur in motion (recalling also the blurred stills on

the wall). Dear Victoria is about positioning, and it draws on 

the practices of both its artists in order to catalyse a new

position that wouldn’t have been possible for either of them 

in isolation, which declares the failure of singular and “authentic”

versions of artistic endeavour, in favour of the idea of creation

as fertile collective influence.

Sally Ann McIntyre

Dear Victoria
Victoria Bell and Victoria Edwards

Tomorrow Never Knows
Stella Brennan

‘The house was still throbbing, but a moment later it locked and

became rigid. I leaned against the demented wall and let spray

pour across my face from the sprinkler jets. Around me, its wings

torn and disarrayed, the house reared up like a tortured flower.’ 1

Stella Brennan’s installation Tomorrow Never Knows (named for

a sweetly psychedelic 1966 song by the Beatles) draws for its

inspiration on a sci-fi short story by darkly subversive British

writer J. G. Ballard. The story, ‘The Thousand Dreams of Stella

Vista’, is about psychotropic architecture – houses that alter

their entire environments in response to their owners’ moods

and emotions, only for it to all go horribly, horribly wrong.

It is exactly this kind of failed utopia that seems to form a

dominant thread in Brennan’s oeuvre.

Brennan’s work incorporates projected computer visualisations

of a computerised voice reading the short story, polystyrene

slab walls, story quotes scratched into paint on blacked-out

windows and a“potted” photo-history of the geodesic dome 

– that visual-short-hand signifier of all things futuristic.

As always, utopian vision eats itself – freedom is an illusion.

The viewer is plunged into an intimate, tightly manipulated

virtual environment. Vertigo is always a risk. Brennan explains:

Sound visualisation is an evolution of the bubbling, glowing 

lava lamp … The software takes the sound wave – in this case,

the story-telling voice – and applies real-time transformations,

converting sound into a streaming field of stoner imagery.

The effect is like moving, morphing, psychedelic wallpaper.

Perhaps it can be thought of as a knowing evocation of some

of the more Romantic themes of Modernism carried over into

the digital age – the Burkean Sublime mixed with the heroic

transcendence hoped for by the Abstract Expressionists.

All the New Jerusalems we try to build on earth fail or are

flawed: the Romantic, the Modernist, the Psychedelic. All utopias

are doomed by their solipsistic lotus-eating and navel-gazing.

The giant geodesic domes designed by Buckminster Fuller 

to cover our cities and protect us on other planets ended up

housing the satellite spying stations of the Cold War. One such

geodesic dome, built for the 1967 World Expo in Montreal,

is depicted in Brennan’s installation going up in flames.

In many ways the tone is deeply pessimistic, or perhaps just 

a melancholy meditation on the ruins of the future not to be.

There is a line in Tony Kushner's AIDS opus Angels In America

that runs: ‘The man who wrote The Star Spangled Banner knew

what he was doing. He set the word free to a note so high no

one could reach it.’

It seems all artworks eventually aspire to be sculpture. The

invention of photography triggered the Post-Impressionists

to use colour and gestural brushwork to make paintings objects.

A century later in response to digital art, photography is

blowing itself up and borrowing light-boxes from the arena 

of marketing to objectify itself. Maybe Brennan’s installation 

is an early step in a similar trend in the digital in reaction to

some as yet unimagined transition.

Andrew Paul Wood

1 J. G. Ballard, ‘The Thousand Dreams of Stella Vista’, Vermilion Sands, Berkley, 1971
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